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2020 has been a whirlwind of emotions, for everyone. Collectively,
our world has had to make lifestyle changes during the pandemic,
sparking many moral and political reevaluations. This time has
instilled gratitude, while simultaneously exposing the gross injustices
in our world today.
As COVID-19 became a global pandemic, it was not a question
whether the virus would reach the camp, but when. The first case was
confirmed in Greece in February, and by the middle of March, the
country entered its first nationwide lockdown. In September, the first
COVID tests were administered in Moria and the virus was confirmed
inside the camp.

2020 MOMENTS TO REMEMBER
Pivotal events for Becky's Bathhouse this year

In March Becky's Bathhouse became a registered Greek
NGO!
National Greek COVID-19 restrictions imposed in March
meant that our center had to be closed. Our team
responded by adapting our operations to distributing
hygiene items, bras, underwear, and groceries to women
living in Mitilini and Kara Tepes.
On the 9th of September, a fire broke out in Moria and
destroyed it completely. A new camp, Moria 2.0 or "Kara
Tepe" was constructed in its place.
Becky’s Bathhouse was mentioned in the UK Parliament
by Labour MP Daniel Zeichner, when asking the
Government about their response to the fires in Moria.
You can watch the clip here.
A long time coming: in October, we acquired a new van
from the mainland. We now have a safe and reliable way to
bring people from the camp to our Bathhouse, and
transport supplies!
In November, we collaborated with Kitrinos Healthcare,
Laval Project and the Hope Project to help address an
outbreak of Scabies in the camp.
This year, Noor, Parisa and Fahimeh became official
employees of BBH!

Since the fires that destroyed Moria in September, efforts by the UN,
the European Commission, and the Greek government have been
unable to provide adequate healthcare and sanitation in the new
camp, which closely resembles Moria. For the first 3 months, the camp
did not have shower structures or hot water. Tents remain poorly
insulated and are vulnerable to flood damage during heavy rains.
BBH facilities reopened in October, once again, women have a safe
and clean space where they can shower, relax, and feel safe. Since
then, our team has primarily been focused on providing showers,
hygiene items, and clothing to the camp's most vulnerable and
collaborating with other organisations to address the lack of attention
and resources.
We have been overwhelmed by the generous and committed support
from our international communities, and for you we are grateful.

SINCE THE REOPENING OF OUR FACILITIES...
MEN
24.7%

In October we reopened our bathhouse facilities.
So far, we have seen:

300
420

women
children

In November and December, we treated about

580

WOMEN
27.4%

CHILDREN
47.9%

people for scabies

Demographics of our visitors Oct - Dec 2020
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OUR CURRENT OPERATIONS
In October we shifted our priorities from distro to showers & scabies

We are proud to say that through the chaos we had to navigate
this past year, we never fully halted our operations. During the
first nationwide lockdown, which began in March and ended in
July, our team was forced to temporarily close our Bathhouse.
We mobilized to collaborate with other NGOs on the island to
meet the urgent needs of people living as refugees on Lesvos.
In July, we partnered with Azadi Project to conduct a large-scale
distribution of pads into Moria refugee camp. From August until
September, we continued to prioritize multiple small and largescale distributions of hygiene items and clothing into Moria
camp. Our last distribution was mere days before the fire on
September 9th.
Post-fire, we expanded our scope of operations to ensure we
were able to support those who seek safety on Lesvos Island.
We worked alongside other organisations to distribute food to
the people stranded on the road. Alongside Metadrasi, a safe
house for vulnerable women, and Bashira center, a Community
and Empowerment Centre for women, we distributed hygiene
items to people living in Mitilini, including to families evicted
from UN housing, and forced to live out of pocket in the city.
When the new camp opened we distributed pads with Remar
SOS during the daily food distribution before receiving the green
light in October to reopen the Bathhouse and begin providing
showers for women and children. Soon after, we began working
with organisations Kitrinos Healthcare Partners, Lava Project,
and the Hope Project to treat families affected by scabies, a
painful microscopic mite, in the camp.
Conducting scabies treatment also allowed us to stay open
during Greece’s second national shutdown, which began on
November 7th with no clear end in sight. In recent weeks, we
have returned to focusing on providing showers to women living
in the camp who are pregnant or have recently given birth.

Butterfly Legacy Project
Hand made masks, dignity bags & scrubs

Sabine
Over 700kg of soaps and cloth bags

Nada - Nord
Monetary donation

Sarah and Sophia
Proceeds from T-shirt social media
fundraiser

Jenny
Donation virtual yoga classes for BBH

Franziska
Organized 8 pallets of clothes, toys and
hygiene donations

Hyperhuman Tattoo
Organized a tattoo fundraiser for BBH

LUSH
Continual large-scale donations
of beautiful hygiene Items

DONATE

UPDATE ON 2020 AEGEAN
SEA CROSSINGS
Data from the Aegean Boat Report: Jan - Nov 2020

Migrant Population on the
Aegean Islands: 17,424

WOMEN IN MORIA 2.0

2,739
total women

253
single

125

9,425

pregnant

arrivals to the
Aegean Islands

102
281

On October 6, we reopened our
shower service to women and
children residing in the new
camp. To ensure we are
operating safely with regards to
COVID-19, we have taken strict
measures including keeping
ourselves safe by wearing highquality scrubs donated to us
from Butterfly Legacy Project!

Age > 18
58%

gave birth in the
past 6 months

Age > 18
42%

Age < 18
58%

boats arrived

23,930

people stopped
en route

736

Age < 18
42%

boats stopped

REMEMBERING THE FIRE

31,053

total
transfers

321
total boat
pushbacks*

*Pushbacks are when boats are illegally pushed back
from European waters, into Turkish waters, preventing
people from reaching Greek shores, where they can claim
asylum. Pushbacks are illegal and carried out by the
Hellenic Coast Guard, and are observed by FRONTEX,
and NATO. These crimes break both international
maritime law, and international human rights.

The fire was a traumatic event for residents of Moria

On Sept. 9th, before Moria underwent lockdown, a large fire
broke out in the camp, burning it to the ground. Over 13,000
people were forced to grab whatever belongings they could and
flee towards Mitilini. However, police set up blockades on the
road that led to the city, trapping everyone on a small stretch of
road, where they were forced to live for nearly two weeks while
a new camp was built.
On the night of the fire, two of our team members reacted
immediately and drove our van to the scene. After being denied
access back to the city, they were able to find back roads and
deliver two injured men and three pregnant women to the
hospital. One of those team members was Annie, who
interviewed after with the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation
(CBC). Watch her interview here.

A NOTE FROM NOOR

EU RESPONSE + ACTION

Noor joined us in 2020 as our Operations Coordinator!

My name is Noor. I joined BBH in June 2020 because I am a refugee and I
know how much the refugees suffer in the camp without showers.
Becky's Bathhouse was helping people in many good ways and I wanted
to be part of it. My role is officer of operations, responsible for all
aspects of shower operations for women and back office administration
including preparing financial data for the accountant, filing and reporting
and attending meetings.
The best part about the organization is the time I spend in the
warehouse when I see the happiness of women and when I hear the
laughter of children whispering to their mothers that they are happy to
have a warm bath and hot water after a long time. I also do not forget the
time I spend with my team and whom I consider my family. I came here
from far away and alone, but here in Becky's Bathhouse I found my other
family who stood by me, supported me and gave me all the love. Becky's
bathhouse is a good environment and truly a safe place full of love.

"We try as much as possible to help women and children and
compensate them with simple things after what they have lost.
Each of us tries hard to offer love and help and make them
understand that we are all equal and deserve love and help."
From the bottom of my heart I extend my thanks to Jane, our founder.
She made me into a self-reliant women, independent and brightened my
life from a different view.

One of the EU’s defining failures of the last decade has
been its response to the increased number of people
arriving at its borders as refugees. Its lack of collective
solidarity to find humane and dignified solutions to these
events is the reason why camps, like the one on Lesvos,
exist.
On Lesvos island, we have seen the consequences of these
policy failures throughout 2020. At the beginning of this
year, there were over 20,000 people living in and around
Moria camp, which was initially set up for 3,000 people.
On September 23rd, the European Commission announced
proposals for a new EU Pact on Asylum and Migration. With
the announcement coming just two weeks after Moria camp
burnt down, there was optimism that the message may have
finally gotten through to policy-makers; Europe must
dramatically change their approach to migration and asylum,
putting human rights and dignity at the centre of the policy.
There is a long process ahead before the final policy is
agreed, however the current proposals focus on the EU
developing a rapid asylum and return process, increasing
border control, and preventing people from crossing the sea
to Europe. Meaning, it will become harder for asylum
seekers to get to Europe, and easier to be sent back to the
places they left. This focus seems to lack the human dignity
and compassion element we at Becky’s Bathhouse would
like to see. It is a policy development to watch closely in
2021! We call on the EU institutions to ensure that the final
legislation meets the litmus test of its core values and that
human dignity is at the heart of its plans.

HOPING FOR A BRIGHTER FUTURE IN 2021
Folks seeking refuge on Lesvos have experienced a lot of change this year. However, their quality of life has remained largely the same.
They are continuously treated like criminals by the local and international community even though they have done nothing wrong. In
the midst of a global pandemic, not having sufficient access to hygiene and sanitation in Europe is a disgrace. Despite horrendous
conditions in the camps, people still make the journey to flee terror and war and cross the sea between Turkey and Greece. They see
no other choice; when your world is on fire, you run to the sea. The sea crossing is perilous, and boats spotted by the Hellenic Coast
Guard are continuously pushed back into Turkish waters. This illegal act which goes against international law, does not go unseen; on
the contrary, FRONTEX and NATO are fully aware of each pushback. Europe and the rest of the world more generally simply choose to
ignore these crimes against humanity.
In 2021, we would like to see the international community put an end to the needless suffering of innocent people seeking safety on
the Greek islands. We call for a proper investigation into the illegal pushbacks happening on the Aegean sea and pray that we see an
end to refugee camps. We maintain that the needs of women need to be taken into account to ensure their health and safety. Our
hope for 2021 is that we strive for a future where people can flee danger and be embraced by nations who see the necessity for safe
haven. This year, we remember that we are all one.
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